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Abstract

Brand logos are a critical element of brand image equity in the process of visually conveying brand values to a consumer base. While previous studies have discussed logo design elements like color, typography, and complexity on their ability to convey brand attributes – little research has been done on logo shape. This study examines the relationship between brand logo shape – that of the geometric outline of a logo – and the concept of brand personality. To accomplish this, stimuli was created and presented via survey to test if consumers could recognize brand personality factors from a series of designed geometric brand logos in order to find distinct relationships between brand personality factors and individual geometric shapes. While the results were inconclusive on this proposed relationship overall, this study mainly supported previous marketing literature on brand logo angularity vs. roundness on brand personality factors of excitement and ruggedness.

Introduction

Brand logos, no matter how simple or complex, tend to be associated as the symbolic “face” of a company (Farhana 2012, Klink 2003, Park et al. 2013), and some companies have invested accordingly. For the purposes of this study, a “brand logo” is a mark, symbol, or image that is used to brand a company / product for the purposes of identification and recognition. In 2008, Pepsi spent roughly five months and upwards of $1 million to redesign the logo so that the inner curves of the logo form “smiles” (Appendix A). This was to create a logo that Pepsi’s VP portfolio manager described as “...dynamic and more alive” (Zmuda 2008). Whether the logo’s design effectively symbolizes what the VP described is subjective, but Pepsi felt the need to strengthen their brand identity through a revitalization of their brand logo and to better convey desired consumer perceptions to their target market. This case is not unusual, as market research
has shown the importance of strong brand image equity for a company (Faircloth et al. 2001, Park et al. 1986). Brands with market power are better able to compete in price-flexibility against less established brands due to overall positive consumer associations and assumptions of the brand and its respective product line (Kay 2006). Brands with positive consumer associations of brand identity have also been shown to increase product or service purchase intent and brand loyalty (Cobb-Walgren et al. 1995).

Once a brand is established in the market, brand image is critical for market expansion. Strong brand associations garner larger brand affect - leading to similar brand affect for new products introduced into the brand family (Broniarczyk & Alba 1994). Recognizable brands established by effective advertisement and placement also reap the benefits of increased customer preference of their products and overall brand loyalty (Hoeffler & Lane 2003). However, once a brand has been established in the market, a significant change to brand image or aesthetic has been shown to negatively impact brand equity through lower brand evaluations and reduced brand recognition (Walsh et al. 2010; Walsh 2005). With the importance of brand identity/image in competing with other brands, thorough initial design and implementation of brand elements is key to creating strong brand equity.

While every major company has a brand logo, questions of effective logo design arise in the field of marketing, advertising, and graphic design on what makes a logo effective in visually conveying brand information to the consumer base. To answer this question, it is critical to know what the purpose of a company logo is, beyond the visual branding of a product or company. For many, a brand logo is the first visual introduction between a company and consumer (Henderson & Cote 1998; Foroudi et al. 2014) and represents the company in some shape or form. In 2000, BP aimed to change viewers perceptions on their company with a complete brand redesign, with
their new “Helios” logo in the forefront designed to represent the sun and nature (Appendix B). (Landor 2018, Farhana 2013). Beyond representation, a logo is generally symbolic in nature (Henderson & Cote 1998; Kilin 2003; Adir et al. 2012) and is not only used to “brand the brand” but as a method of conveying the company image to the consumer base. Looking at the BP example again, while the logo may represent the sun and nature, it can be argued that this representation of the elements is for the purpose of visually conveying BP’s organizational change towards sustainability and green practices.

With this idea that brand logo design has an impact on the relationship between consumer and brand, questions have been posed on how an effective logo can be created in order to promote a desirable brand image. In their research Henderson and Cote define a “good” logo as one that “… [is] recognizable, familiar, elicit a consensually held meaning, and evoke positive effect”. While some logos can garner brand loyalty and likability through market leadership (Foroudi et al. 2014), execution of design elements, focused on producing aesthetically engaging logos for their target demographic, has been shown to create brand loyalty (Walsh 2005, Klink 2003, Foroudi 2014, Müller et al. 2013) and brand liking (Pittard 2014, Müller et al. 2013). This study specifically has looked at the brand logo design element of shape and the effectiveness of that element in conveying brand personality to consumers. The following section underlines key research on brand logos and brand personality before developing a preliminary hypothesis related to logo shape.

**Conceptual Background**

**Brand Logos and Brand Personality**

With a brand, companies also aim for their brand identity to be desirable and have a positive effect on their consumers. A recognized understanding of desirable consumer brand
perceptions is discussed in Jennifer Aaker’s, “Dimensions of Brand Personality,” which defines brand personality, “…the set of human characteristics associated with a brand” (1997). These characteristics were later defined by 42 personality traits of a brand which are separated by “the Big Five” overarching factors in brand personality: Sincerity, Excitement, Competence, Sophistication, and Ruggedness (Aaker 1997). Aaker theorized that these effective utilizations of brand facets could have lasting influence on consumer preference / brand liking in regard to a brand’s associated personality. Research into these effects of brand personality have shown multiple benefits in understanding the effect it has on consumer preferences. Desirable brand personalities elicit a positive effect on brand attractiveness (Kim et al. 2001, Hayes et al. 2006), purchase intention, strategy for brand promotion and organization (Freling et al. 2011), and customer brand impression (Fennis & Pruyn 2006).

These theorized effects have been implemented in controlled experiments and by organizations with varying degrees of success. Specifically, Aaker’s concepts of brand personality have been widely used in understanding phenomena of customer-brand relationships and brand equity. Extensions of Aaker’s brand personality theory into destination personality theory discovered that individuals ascribe personality to locations, to which tourism industries can develop images to correlate with assumed location personality (Ekinci & Hosany 2006, Aguilar et al. 2014). Brands that utilize brand personality effectively also generate brand attachments based on emotional loyalty of customers who feel the brand’s personality best represents their ideal self or perceived positive attributes (Malär 2007). Additionally, a constant component of understanding the process of conveying brand personality to consumers is that of the correlation between brand and brand design. One factor of brand design that has received much attention is that of a brand logo. Research into the design of brand logos has found that
careful consideration and execution of elements like color (Foroudi et al. 2014; Henderson & Cote 1998; Labrecque & Milne 2012; Müller, et al. 2013; Klink 2003), complexity (Henderson & Cote 1998; Grinsven & Das 2014; Luffarelli et al. 2019.) and shape (Walsh 2005; Jiang et al. 2016; Pittard et al. 2007; Luffarelli et al. 2019.) have positive effects on consumer brand recognition, brand liking, and brand personality. To understand the hypothesized relationship between brand logo shape and brand personality, the following section discusses element of logo shape in the field of design and market research.

**Logo Shape**

While studies have looked at elements like complexity (Grinsven & Das 2014; Luffarelli et al. 2019.) and color (Foroudi et al. 2014; Henderson & Cote 1998; Labrecque & Milne 2012; Müller et al. 2013; Klink 2003) in logo design to create desirable brand image equity, empirical research into the shape of a brand logo in this aspect has been minimal, most likely due to the subjective nature of what makes “good” design. Shape is defined in the Merriam Webster dictionary as, “the visible makeup characteristic of a particular item or kind of item” which can be narrowed to “a standard or universally recognized spatial form.” For logo design, the shape of a brand logo can be considered the structural elements - like length and symmetry - or the geometric elements - like angular or round - that make up the spatial form of the logo. An example would be the “natural” representative shape of an “apple” in the Apple logo (Appendix C). However, the Apple logo has many more aspects of shape, like its asymmetry (the “bite” out of the apple) and its rounded edges. On the opposite spectrum, but in the same industry, the Microsoft Windows logo (Appendix D) would be considered more abstract as a representation of a window, but its shape is horizontally and vertically symmetrical - with no round edges. Research into aesthetically pleasing shapes in logo design and proper implementation has created
generally accepted guidelines for logo design. One of the most influential is the “Guidelines for Selecting or Modifying Logos,” which defines “good” logo design by 13 design characteristics. In these 13 characteristics, shape is a key factor in multiple categories, like “round”, “symmetry”, and “balance” (Henderson & Cote 1998). Further studies using these established principles have also discussed logo shape in their positive role in brand loyalty (Walsh 2005) and brand attitudes (Luffarelli et al. 2019).

Additionally, logo shape has shown to have some amount of impact regarding consumer brand recognition. This research, however, mostly focuses on angularity and roundness of logo shape in regard to logo design, and the stimuli produced when presented to consumers (Walsh 2005; Jiang et al. 2016; Pittard et al. 2007). This idea has been developed into more detailed analysis of shape design elements in recent years, distilling shape into concepts of movement and asymmetry in geometric logo shape to elicit stimuli of exciting brand personality (Luffarelli et al. 2019). However, further research is needed on overarching logo shapes, specifically that of the general spatial outline of a logo, and its impact on logo design perceptions. While this idea is inherently tied to design elements of complexity, angularity, and roundness; the independent variable described by “Guidelines for Selecting or Modifying Logos” pertaining to this idea is that of geometric designs - logo designs that are abstract and synthetic in appearance. Geometric shaped logos have been found to be visually less meaningful, as more abstraction leads to decreased viewer understanding of purposeful design especially in relation to logos (Dondis 1973). However, when compared with previous studies of logo design pertaining to that of logo angularity / roundness, shape complexity, and symbolism - all elements that compose the general outline of a logo shape; research on geometric logo shape can encompass these elements for
more general discussion of brand logo design, including that of its effects on brand personality (Grohmann 2008).

**Visuospatial relations and Geometric Shapes**

In this study, the focus is on logos with the primary spatial outline of geometric shapes in order to find connections between basic elements of logo shape and brand personality. Regarding the definition given of “shape” pertaining to logo design, research focuses on the geometric structure of logos. Geometric shapes tend to produce visual stimuli when initially viewed, which can be considered a form of visuospatial working memory (Jiang et al. 2016). Visuospatial working memory is the mental process of short-term association of shapes between one another and using this information to derive new form. An example of this would be seeing a circle and associating it with the roundness of a sphere or ball. By applying this logic to logo shape, it could be assumed that the shape of an object has implicit meaning when initially viewed. Research into this phenomenon, specifically on geometric shapes is a subject of debate in fields such as anthropology, psychology, and graphic design. While most of these assumed representations are based off speculation of spatial recognition similar to Gestalt theory, some research has validated that there is a possible correlation between geometric shapes and human characteristics (Adir et al. 2012; Larson et al. 2011; Aronoff 2006). Geometric shapes in relation to human thought have evoked meaning and passive cognitive relationships. These emotions are specifically tied to human recognition of angular and circular shapes. Recognition of angular shapes throughout multiple western and non-western cultures have been revealed to elicit negative stimuli, that of unease, excitement, and anger (Larson et al. 2011; Aronoff 2006). Triangles, and their specific orientation, were generally seen to represent stressed or irritated facial structures while circular shapes conveyed calm and collected human facial structures (Aronoff 2006). Cognitive
relationships to touch have also been revealed in associations of shapes, with a tendency for people to prefer rounded/curved visual objects over that of angular (Bar & Maitel, 2006; Westerman et al. 2012). Simple geometric shapes and their orientations when presented have been shown to hold symbolic meaning for cultures as well. Downward facing “Vs” were found to be more unpleasant and foreboding when recognized in distressing images, but the opposite effect with upward facing “Vs” and circles - which were associated with pleasant and comforting emotions (Larson et al. 2011; Aronoff 2006). Applied to product marketing, angular shapes tend to convey consumer assumptions of product “hardness” and rounded shapes convey “softness” (Jiang et al. 2016; Westerman et al. 2012). This concept of visual imagery of imagined touch and feel of an object relates to the concept of haptic imagery, the mental recognition / construction of touch (Peck & Barger 2009). This idea is key to understanding the deconstruction of shapes in relation to working memory, as positive and negative “feel” of certain shapes (like sharpness and roundness) can influence consumer intention (Peck & Barger 2009). Furthermore, breaking down the elements of “hardness and softness” have revealed facets relating to assumed product durability and comfort respectively when applied to logo shape (Jiang et al. 2016).

Prominent opinions of the implicit meaning of basic geometric shapes are from graphic designers (Arhipova 2018; Bhavya 2016; Christie 2017; Macnab 2015; Pahwa 2018; The Logo Company 2018; Tailor Brands 2018). While differences in opinions of what geometric shapes imply psychologically when viewed, there are many similarities in assumptions. Three distinct geometric shapes discussed by these designers are circles, squares, and triangles. Circles are said to represent harmony and softness, squares represent balance and security, and triangles represent movement and intelligence. Designers have also argued that when brands design their brand logos around these geometric shapes, they are able to implicitly suggest the emotions to
their customer base. However, it is important to note that these discussions are highly qualitative in nature, and speculation on validity and false correlation in these assumptions is a valid basis for debate.

**Research Question**

With elements like color theory intertwined with human emotions and perceptions (Labrecque & Milne 2012), could the same principles be applied with manipulated geometric shapes when applied to logo design for the purposes of influencing brand personality? Brand personality factors are based on human characteristics, many of which are similar to associations of shape with psychology. With this understanding, this research aims to find a correlation between these two phenomena of human characteristics associated with brand imagery in order to find significant data that suggests a certain geometric shape in logo design can be used to promote positive recognition of certain facets of the brand personality. Based on prior research on brand personality, logo design, and the correlation between geometric shapes and human emotions, this study’s preliminary and overarching goal is to find whether the spatial outline of a logo with certain geometric shape can elicit consumer recognition of specific facets of brand personality.

**Logo Shape Hypotheses**

In order to test for a correlation between geometric logo shape and brand personality a set of brand logos with a primary outline of a geometric shape (square, circle, and triangle) were created in order to find relationships to three factors of five factors in the brand personality model (Appendix E, F, and G respectively). The first shape, square, in regard to graphic design is qualitatively described as a shape of stability, reliability, and technological (Arhipova 2018; Bhavya 2016; Christie 2017; Macnab 2015; Pahwa 2018; The Logo Company 2018; Tailor
A basic geometric square is symmetrical both horizontally and vertically, and this symmetry leads to positive viewer evaluations of design due to pattern recognition (Henderson & Cote 1998). Symbolically, squares in design have been theorized to represent a “boundaried property,” that of a floor or wall (Frutiger & Andrew 1998). These ideas have been discussed in relationship to street signs, as symmetrical shapes (such as squares and triangles) used as backgrounds help establish visually recognizable “order” (Pettersson 1999). Applying these ideas in corporate logo design, squares logos have been theorized to influence consumer perceptions on brand stability (Adîr et al. 2012), and product reliability / durability (Jiang et al. 2016). With both the qualitative and empirical research on squares, and the visual perceptions of traits like stability and order relating to the brand personality traits of the brand personality factor “competence”, this study theorizes that:

**H1a:** Compared to other shapes, a logo with a geometric outline shape of “square” will be perceived as more competent in relationship to brand personality.

The second shape of study, the circle, is described qualitatively as a shape of unity, kindness, and harmony (Arhipova 2018; Bhavya 2016; Christie 2017; Macnab 2015; Pahwa 2018; *The Logo Company* 2018; *Tailor Brands* 2018). Circles are primarily known for its positive symbolism and viewer perceptions due to its rounded element. A perfect circle is also symmetrical, which convokes positive affect in consumer perceptions (Henderson & Cote 1998). As previously discussed, rounded shapes when used as an icon or logo conveys the haptic imagery of “softness” due to the circles geometric lack of any straight lines (Jiang et al. 2016; Larson et al. 2011; Aronoff 2006). This “softness” of shape conveys positive / alluring mental stimuli due to the inherent relationship between circles and safety / comfort - which is theorized to be more inviting then angular shapes (Larson et al. 2011; Aronoff 2006; Pettersson 1999).
Additionally, circle logos have been interpreted to influence consumer perceptions of brand balance (Adîr et al. 2012), product comfort (Jiang et al. 2016), and less exciting when compared to asymmetric shapes (Luffarelli et al. 2019). Research specifically on brand personality and logo design also found a small correlation between logo roundness and positive customer perceptions of brand sincerity (Grohmann 2008). With both the qualitative and empirical research on circles, and the visual perceptions of traits like comfort and softness relating to the brand personality traits of the brand personality factor “sincerity”, this study theorizes that:

**H1b:** Compared to other shapes, a logo with a geometric outline shape of “circle” will be perceived as more sincere in relationship to brand personality.

The final geometric logo shape of study is the triangle, described qualitatively as a shape of power, intelligence, and directive (Arhipova 2018; Bhavya 2016; Christie 2017; Macnab 2015; Pahwa 2018; The Logo Company 2018; Tailor Brands 2018). As a geometric shape, triangles are somewhat symmetrical with overall asymmetry (Henderson & Cote 1998). Triangles are also primarily angular with their outline forming three distinct points. These angular points not only elicit consumer perceptions of excitement (Luffarelli et al. 2019) and durability (Jiang et al. 2016), but that of danger. Triangles as symbols have been found to correlate with emotions of fear and power, due to Gestalt theory ideas of cognitive recognition of “sharp” objects relating to haptic visualization of pain (Larson et al. 2011; Aronoff 2006). However, when discussing triangles as symbols, it is important to note the direction to which the tip of the triangle (defined in this study as the direction of the discernable singular point in relationship to the other two points of an equilateral triangle) is facing when presented as an icon. As previously discussed, a downward facing “V” has been found to create negative connotations while an upward facing “V” invokes more positive connotations (Larson et al.
2011). This idea of danger is applied to road sign design as well, as geometric triangles have been theorized to best convey warning or directive guidance (Frutiger & Andrew 1998). Additionally, when applied to logo design, triangles convey brand urgency (Adîr et al. 2012) and excitement (Luffarelli et al. 2019). With both the qualitative and empirical research on triangles, and the visual perceptions of traits like excitement and direction relating to the brand personality traits of the brand personality factor “exciting”, this study theorizes that:

**H1c:** Compared to other shapes, A logo with a geometric outline shape of “triangle” will be perceived as more exciting in relationship to brand personality.

**Tests & Stimuli**

To test our primary hypothesis - that brand logos with a spatial outline of a certain geometric shape can elicit consumer recognition of specific facets of brand personality - a survey with created geometric brand logos was developed. All brand logos were created using Adobe Illustrator CC 2019 for digital display in black and white. Logos were designed to be low recognition, low “naturalness,” and high affect based on Henderson & Cote’s 1998 “Guidelines for Selecting and Modifying Logos” general description of a “low-investment logo.” While a low-investment logo is described to have false recognition based on existing brand logos, the designed geometric logo shapes for this survey were created with the intention of no false recognition of existing brand logos in order to isolate logo shape as the main driver for brand personality interpretation. In regards to low “naturalness,” since the basis for testing only geometric shapes relies on the symbolic nature of shapes, low “naturalness” for the purposes of this study is to “not represent anything distinctly natural” (like a combination of circles that look like an eye or a triangle shaped to look like a Mt. Fuji), and the spatial outline of the logos were created to not directly depict a distinct object (like an arrow or a box). Each logo was created
using a single constant geometric shape, with the primary outline being that of a square (Appendix E), circle (Appendix F), and equilateral triangle (Appendix G) respectively. Additionally, in order to not simply present a geometric shape as a logo, smaller versions of the geometric shapes were included in the logo as a distinct asymmetric element of the logo design. This asymmetry was included to increase perceived design affect of the logos (Henderson & Cote 1998; Luffarelli et al. 2019), as presenting geometric shapes as logos was assumed to be unable to elicit any participant interest. Additionally, an alternative version of each logo was created by horizontally flipping the image in order to test for any possible testing bias based on undesirable false recognition of a logo design.

The survey then presented these created geometric brand logos in a digital survey format. The survey was distributed to 85 undergraduate students, receiving extra credit in their respective business class for participating. The survey was created using Qualtrics, and was distributed digitally to participants, who were able to take the test without proctoring. Altogether, 31 Male participants and 54 female participants were surveyed, with a variety of ages (\(M_{age} = 25, SD_{age} = 5.65, \text{Min}_{age} = 19, \text{Max}_{age} = 47\)). Participants were briefed on the Jennifer Aaker’s concept of brand personality and were asked to evaluate the provided logos based on their interpretations of perceived personality. Three logos of a possible six (three geometric logos with a respective alternate), each pertaining to a certain geometric shape, were presented in a random order to participants. Participants were first asked to rate overall affect of the given logo on multiple five-point likert scales, based on the questions used in “Guidelines for Selecting and Modifying Logos” to test for logo effect (interesting, high quality, good, distinctive, and likability). Participants were then presented with the 15 brand personality facets, and asked to choose three from the list which best describes the brand personality of the presented logo. Finally,
participants were asked to evaluate all 15 brand personality facets regarding how well it describes the logo on a five-point semantic scale. This process was then repeated for three logo variations, one for each geometric logo shape, and concluded with a self-evaluation of the participant’s own perceived personality. Once results were collected, data was downloaded and analyzed with Microsoft Excel 2016 and SAS. Overall relationship between the logos and brand personality were found with correlation analysis to determine whether the results were above a standard threshold for a statistically significant relationship ($|r| \geq 0.2$, $p < 0.05$). Shapes presented were coded with dummy variables for each of the three possible shapes, with a one signifying that the participant was shown a specific shape and zeros for the shapes that were not shown at that time.

**Results**

**Square Affect and Recognition**

For H1a (Square), the brand logos were overall seen as low affect, due to the generally low perceptions of the logos in every category ($r_{\text{affect}} = -0.32$, $p < 0.001$). For the results discussion for each shape, affect evaluations were found to be highly correlated, and are reported based on a grouped correlation coefficient (Appendix H). For recognition, 96.7% of 85 participants did not falsely recognize the logo, 92.9% felt that the logo did not strongly resemble another logo they have seen before, and 74.1% of participants felt that the logo is not similar to a logo they have seen before. Overall, this study classifies overall recognition of the logo to be low recognition.

**Square Personality**

For the analysis of hypothesis H1a we conducted a correlation analysis of each brand facet in relationship to the presented square logo. For analysis of relationships between square
logos presented and brand personality facets, no significant relationships were found between any of the three facets related to competence; reliable \((r_{\text{reliable}} = 0.060, p = 0.34)\), intelligent \((r_{\text{intelligent}} = 0.094, p = 0.135)\), and successful \((r_{\text{successful}} = 0.039, p = 0.533)\). Additionally, no significant positive relationships between any of the brand personality and square logo facets were discovered in the data. Significant negative relationships, however, with brand personality facets were found with square logos including wholesome \((r_{\text{wholesome}} = -0.200, p = 0.002)\), cheerful \((r_{\text{cheerful}} = -0.243, p < 0.001)\), daring \((r_{\text{daring}} = -0.208, p = 0.001)\), imaginative \((r_{\text{imaginative}} = -0.237, p < 0.001)\), charming \((r_{\text{charming}} = -0.200, p = 0.001)\), and outdoorsy \((r_{\text{outdoorsy}} = -0.279, p < 0.001)\).

**Square Discussion**

Based on this study’s analysis, we can conclude that the there is no relationship between the geometric square logo shape and the brand personality factor competence. However, while no significant positive relationships were found, the significant negative relationships between the square logos and brand personality facets support previous studies. Negative relationships in three of the four facets related to excitement were found in similar research discussing the effects of asymmetrical logos and excitement. Logos that were symmetrical were overall less exciting regarding brand personality then logos that were asymmetrical (Luffarelli et al. 2019). While only a single facet of sincerity, cheerful, showed a somewhat significant negative relationship with square logos, this analysis is supported by comparisons of round / angular logos and brand personality - with angular logos eliciting lower consumer perceptions of product softness (Jiang et al. 2016). Additionally, overall negative evaluations of logo affect for square logos is also supported by previous research. Consumers positively evaluated rounded logos in design while angular logos were evaluated lower, especially with brands exhibiting more sincere brand
personality traits (Jiang et al. 2016; Walsh 2005; Westerman et al. 2012). Additionally, overall negative evaluations of logo affect may have resulted in overall lower evaluations of brand personality due to general dislike of the logo presented.

Circle Affect and Recognition

For hypothesis H1b the brand logos were overall seen as medium affect ($r_{affect} = 0.090, p = 0.151$), due to the generally impartial perceptions of the logo design. For recognition, 98.8% of 85 participants did not falsely recognize the logo, 84.7% felt that the logo did not strongly resemble another logo they have seen before, and 72.9% of participants felt that the logo is not similar to a logo they have seen before. Overall, this study classifies overall recognition of the logo to be low recognition.

Circle Personality

For the analysis of hypothesis H1b we conducted a correlation analysis of each brand facet in relationship to the presented circle logo. For analysis of relationships between circle logos presented and brand personality facets, two positive relationships were found between the two of the four facets related to sincerity; down-to-earth ($r_{down-to-earth} = 0.000, p = 1$), honest ($r_{honest} = 0.075, p = 0.23$), wholesome ($r_{wholesome} = 0.183, p = 0.003$), and cheerful ($r_{cheerful} = 0.191, p = 0.002$). A significant relationship was found between circle logos and brand personality facet, imaginative ($r_{imaginative} = 0.218, p = 0.001$), a facet under the factor excitement. Additionally, one significant negative relationship with brand personality facet, tough, was associated with circle logos ($r_{tough} = -0.320, p < 0.001$).

Circle Discussion

While there is a small correlation between a portion of the brand personality factor, sincerity, and the circle logos presented, this study finds that correlation too minimal to make
any large claims. However, the negative relationship between the brand personality facet, tough, does provide additional support for previous research. With the circle logos presented as the only logos of the group with a predominantly “round” shape with no hard edges, previous research specifically relates rounded brand logos to be perceived as softer (Jiang et al. 2016; Walsh 2005; Westerman et al. 2012), more sincere (Grohmann 2008), and unrelated to the brand factor of ruggedness (Jiang et al. 2016). Overall, this study found minimal significant correlations between any other variables in the experiment and moderate affect for the logo overall (Appendix I).

**Triangle Affect and Recognition**

For hypothesis H1c, the brand logos were overall seen as medium affect, due to the generally positive evaluations of the triangle compared to other shapes ($r_{affect} = 0.231, p < 0.001$). For recognition, 91.8% of 85 participants did not falsely recognize the logo, 78.8% felt that that the logo did not strongly resemble another logo they have seen before, and 55.5% of participants felt that the logo is not similar to a logo they have seen before. Overall, this study classifies overall recognition of the logo to be low recognition, with a medium recognition of similarity between the logo and existing brand logos.

**Triangle Personality**

For the analysis of hypothesis H1c we conducted a correlation analysis of each brand facet in relationship to the presented circle logo. For analysis of relationships between triangle logos presented and brand personality facets, two significant relationships were found between the four facets related to excitement; daring ($r_{daring} = 0.244, p < 0.001$), spirited ($r_{spirited} = 0.163, p = 0.001$), imaginative ($r_{imaginative} = 0.020, p = 0.760$), and up-to-date ($r_{up-to-date} = 0.050, p = 0.429$).
In addition, significant positive relationships between the both brand facets related to rugged were present as well; outdoorsy ($r_{\text{outdoorsy}}= 0.472$, $p < 0.001$), and tough ($r_{\text{tough}}= 0.320$, $p < 0.001$).

**Triangle Discussion**

Based on the data, our hypothesis that triangle logos could visually communicate the brand personality factor, exciting, is also under supported by the data. While the brand personality facet, daring, was found to have modest relationship with the triangle logos, overall it is was not substantial enough to make any distinct claim of correlation, but a small correlation can be assumed. However, substantial evidence from the strong positive relationships between the triangle logos presented and the brand personality facets of outdoorsy and tough were discovered. This provides evidence of a relationship between triangle logos and the brand personality factor, ruggedness. Previous research supports this correlation, as angular logos were perceived by consumers to be more rugged in comparison to rounded logos (Jiang et al. 2016). Additionally, psychographic research links “sharp” shapes to that of feelings of danger (Larson et al. 2011; Aronoff 2006), which is in tangent with consumer perceptions of ruggedness in brands (Maehle et al. 2011). The triangle logos were also met with moderately higher evaluations of affect then those of the circle and square logos, which is supported by previous research of overall brand logo asymmetry positively affecting consumer perceptions of logos (Luffarelli et al. 2019).

However, with the moderate amount of false recognition, these results may be skewed towards ruggedness, due to the association with outdoor sports apparel. Out of the participants who found that the logo to be strongly or similar to another logo, all but one noted a outdoor or sports brand. Multiple participants even believed that the logo was an REI logo (REI is known for their outdoor and mountain apparel).
General Discussion

Investigation results

This investigation into the possible ability of geometric brand logo design to convey certain factors of brand personality discovered some evidence of a relationship but was ultimately inconsistent. While some quantitative relationships were found, the hypothesis that the geometric spatial outline of a brand logo can convey brand personality does not have enough supporting correlation between brand personality factors and the logos created to make a definitive assumption. However, this investigation does add to marketing literature through its support of previous research.

With the logos presented, the consensus was that the logos were somewhat poor in design and likeability, with the triangle logos evaluated higher overall. Regarding Henderson and Cotes 1998 guidelines, this is consistent with the risk of negative consumer perceptions of logos low in naturalness, high in abstract, and with low false recognition. With Henderson and Cote’s guidelines 1998, false recognition for logos with low naturalness is critical for simple brand logos to garner high affect. The triangle logos presented that were associated with false recognition, while undesirable for the purposes of this study, also achieved the highest evaluations of logo design and affect - consistent with the description of a successful low-investment logo (Henderson & Cote 1998). On the opposite spectrum, the square logos had the lowest false recognition among logos presented, as well negative evaluations of affect. This supports Henderson and Cote’s 1998 guidelines for creating low-investment logos, as well as the limitations of basic logos abilities to communicate brand equity (Grinsven & Das 2014; Dondis 1973).
Where this study best advances brand logo design practice is the implications of roundness and angularity in logo shape. This investigation saw significant relationships between angularity and consumer evaluations of brand personality (Appendix I). The triangle logos were found to have strong relationships with that of rugged personality facets, and the square logos negative relationships in conveying sincere personality facets. Circle logos presented also elicited strong negative assumptions of brand toughness. These findings are consistent with previous studies discussing the impact of consumer assumptions of brand equity when presented with angularity in logo design (Jiang et al. 2016; Pittard 2007).

This study also combats the more qualitative assumptions of logo design present in graphic design literature. While graphic designers have assumptions on the visual attributes of geometric shapes and the symbolic imagery that can be conveyed when used in logo design, this study finds that more substantial consideration of design elements are needed in order to boost consumer recognition of brand attributes. While designers (Arhipova 2018; Bhavya 2016; Christie 2017; Macnab 2015; Pahwa 2018; The Logo Company 2018; Tailor Brands 2018) and market researchers (Adîr et al. 2012) have argued that geometric shapes alone, like squares, circles, and triangles, can convey imagery of kindness, softness, power, etc. - this study has shown that these basic shapes alone have limitations in brand logo design. While design and psychology literature argue that there are correlations between cognitive responses to geometric shapes in terms of visuospatial recognition and haptic imagery, these studies focus more on perceptions of the structure of these geometric shapes rather than their independent ability as a symbol (similar to that of market literature on angularity, roundness, and form) (Peck & Barger 2009, Pettersson 1999). While geometric shapes may be effective in visual communication in
other fields of design and image design, this study cannot make the same claim for brand logo design.

**Managerial Implications**

While this study was non-conclusive on its hypotheses, there are still important findings for brand logo design. While little significant data was collected on specific geometric shapes and their ability to convey brand personality, the effectiveness of precise logo design is still supported by this data. Solely relying on geometric shapes to convey brand personality or communicating brand values is ill-advised based on these findings, but implementation of rounded and angular design to convey certain brand personality facets is supported. Logo designers should carefully consider using angular shapes when trying to convey exciting and rugged brand personality traits, and rounded shapes when trying to convey more sincere traits. This information is especially relevant to start-up organizations, or brands relatively new to the market. With research suggesting that complex logos are more difficult for consumers to recognize and remember when a brand is young or new (Grinsven & Das 2014) - it would be beneficial for brand managers to consider effective implementation of basic design elements, in order to create memorable brand logos. Managers may also consider using more natural / symbolic imagery in their brand logos or using logo shape to accent their designs rather than focus on them (Henderson & Cote 1998). Overall, careful consideration of logo design can help brands better convey brand personality traits, which previous market research discussed and supported in this study have found to positively affect general brand equity.

**Limitations and Further Research**

While this study developed little evidence in supporting its hypotheses, improving the experimental design and further research may find stronger relationships between brand
personality and geometric logo design. Based on the overall low affect of the logos, and an undesirable false recognition with the triangle logos, a pretest evaluating logo affect for the created logos in the experiment could reduce undesirable testing stimuli. Concern over the validity of the square data is present, as overall negative perceptions of affect may have skewed evaluations of the brand personality facets. These created logos could be presented to graphic designers / brand managers for affect and recognition evaluation, which would create a stronger basis for correlation analysis. With the scope of this project, and the time limitations of survey implementation and data analysis, this research could be expanded in size and scope. A larger survey size, and multiple surveys presented to a wider demographic may find more substantial data then covered in this preliminary study. Some participants also voiced confusion with the given brand personality facets names. Further statistical analysis for the purposes of discovering additional correlation between brand personality factors and logo design may have also revealed other significant relationships.

Future research into geometric logo designs, especially whether the spatial outline of the shape could prove valuable. Future experiments, where a more complex brand logo (including type and more structural elements) presented inside the three basic geometric shapes tested in this experiment, might give valuable insights in whether logo outlines can be recognized with the core logo to convey brand personality. With this study’s support of marketing literature discussing logo angularity and roundness, further research into how these elements directly relate to brand personality could elucidate more substantial relationships between logo shape and brand personality.
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Appendix B

### Appendix G

### Appendix H

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Interesting</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Distinctive</th>
<th>Like</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interesting</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>0.6793043</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>0.7076817</td>
<td>0.74945</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctive</td>
<td>0.5772784</td>
<td>0.5368</td>
<td>0.61262</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like</td>
<td>0.6405402</td>
<td>0.65268</td>
<td>0.80999</td>
<td>0.6033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Appendix I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Square</th>
<th>Circle</th>
<th>Triangle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Square</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangle</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affect</td>
<td>-0.32349</td>
<td>0.29011</td>
<td>0.28138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down_to_earth</td>
<td>0.18173</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.18173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesome</td>
<td>-0.19858</td>
<td>0.18279</td>
<td>0.01405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheerful</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daring</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.3599</td>
<td>0.24414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirited</td>
<td>-0.31954</td>
<td>0.15674</td>
<td>0.16308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaginative</td>
<td>-0.23959</td>
<td>0.21768</td>
<td>0.01921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up_to_date</td>
<td>0.01422</td>
<td>-0.06401</td>
<td>0.04978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable</td>
<td>0.8212</td>
<td>0.3086</td>
<td>0.4288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent</td>
<td>0.09388</td>
<td>0.04023</td>
<td>-0.0364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successful</td>
<td>0.20068</td>
<td>0.18056</td>
<td>0.01952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upperclass</td>
<td>-0.27864</td>
<td>-0.19384</td>
<td>0.7248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charming</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoorsy</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.01921</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tough</td>
<td>0.8863</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>